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WHAT IS ANONYMITY?

SENDER-ANONYMITY: 
An attacker overhearing communication 
cannot determine the true sender from a 
larger set of potential senders.

(The attacker might learn the receiver)

RECEIVER-ANONYMITY: 
An attacker overhearing communication 
cannot determine the true receiver from a 
larger set of potential receivers.

(The attacker might learn the sender)

SENDER-RECEIVER-ANONYMITY: 
An attacker overhearing communication cannot determine 
the communicating pair from a larger set of potential pairs.

(The attacker might learn the sender or the receiver, but not both)
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QUANTIFYING ANONYMITY

msg

Who sent/received this?

potential senders potential receivers

ANONYMITY SET: 
To quantify “how anonymous” a system / protocol is, 
we think of how large the anonymity set is: the set of other 
potential users / computers that could have performed the action

Intuition: 
The more other people it might have 
been, the less likely they can pin it to 
any individual user

Example: 
In a densely populated area, the 
anonymity set of a number station can 
be tens of millions



ANONYMITY IS NOT PRIVACY (NOT EXACTLY)

PRIVACY: 
Maintaining confidentiality about an entity’s 
personally-identifying information (PII)

ANONYMITY: 
Maintaining confidentiality about with 
whom (or whether) an entity communicates

The connection is complicated: 
With whom you communicate is a form of PII 

Sharing PII can de-anonymize your communication

Both of these are fungible terms, but generally speaking…

This lecture: we will focus on anonymous communication 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If bAB = 0
   If A sent m, he would have sent 0⊕0 = 0 
   If B sent m, he would have sent 1⊕0⊕0 = 1  
   Therefore, B was the sender

If bAB = 1
   If A sent m, he would have sent 1⊕1⊕0 = 0 
   If B sent m, he would have sent 1⊕0 = 1 
   Therefore, A was the sender

Each of these has probability 50% (it was determined by a coin flip)

No one learns
Any information about who  
sent the message



DINING CRYPTOGRAPHERS IN PRACTICE
INSTEAD OF SENDING BITS  
Send streams of packets; flip multiple coints

HOW CAN MORE THAN ONE PERSON NEEDS TO SEND A MESSAGE?  
Take turns?  But what happens when two try to send at once?

DIFFICULT BUT NOT IMPOSSIBLE TO SCALE UP  
In practice we use something else…
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